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Judy Wilyman | Vaccination Update

Newsletter 231 The US pays $110 Million to
Vaccine Victims and Australia Mandates 12
Vaccines for Early Childhood Education
17 May 2019
Important Information in this Email:
1) US Department of Justice (DOJ) Report pays $110 million for Vaccine Injuries and Deaths
(many for Influenza deaths and disability).
2) My recent interview with David Crowe (26 March 2019) in the US titled 'The Infectious Myth Judy Wilyman on Vaccines and Censorship in Australia
3) Elizabeth Hart's Open Letter to Scott Morrison (7 May 2019) Challenging Conflicts of Interest in
Australia's Vaccination Policies
Deaths and Diseases/Disability Caused by Vaccines
On 8 March 2019 the Department of Justice reported that the US Vaccine Injury Compensation
Program (VICP) for the first three months of 2019 paid out $110 million for deaths and
diseases/disabilities caused by vaccines: many from the influenza vaccines. In total the VICP has
paid out $4 billion and this is known to represent only 1% of the deaths and diseases being
caused by vaccines.
You will not hear about this in your corporate-sponsored mainstream media or from your doctors.
In Australia the Health Ministers even inform the public through the media that "There are no risks
in vaccinating your children" (Jillian Hennessey, Vic Health Minister, 2017).
This was proclaimed as the Victorian government mandated 12 vaccines for children to attend
early childhood education centres. This policy removes the choice to vaccinate from all two parent
working families as they cannot work without childcare for 0-4 year old children.
This lie provided by Jillian Hennessey was used by the Australian government and media to
promote the influenza vaccine to children and adults and to support the Australian government in
implementing a policy requiring 12+ vaccines to participate fully in Australian society - including
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welfare payments, early childhood education, employment and immigration.
This has occurred whilst the Australian government continues to claim that 'vaccination in
Australia is not compulsory'.
In Newsletter 230 I informed you that Australia's corruption ranking under the Liberal government
has slipped 6 places since 2013 to 13th on the Global Corruption Index. This corruption is with
respect to accountability and transparency in organisations and government policy.
In Australia failures in transparency face little or no punishment and there is no consequence for
breaching federal lobbying rules. In addition, the freedom of information rules have been
undermined with delays, high costs and a record rate of refusals. Refusals of requests are at the
highest level since records began.
The lack of accountablility in the donations and lobbying of our government has enabled Dick
Smith's Australian Skeptics/SAVN and Friends of Science in Medicine (FSM) lobby groups to
provide false information to the Australian Health Department about vaccines without
accountability. This is endangering human health because it has led to the mandating of a medical
intervention (vaccination) into government legislation - No Jab No Pay/Play.
This has also occurred because the Medical Board of Australia (MBA) has removed the
autonomy of doctors and nurses to speak about the risks of vaccines. This is being dismissed as
'anti-vaccination material' and doctors and health professionals are de-regulated in Australia if
they provide this material (the risks of vaccines) to their patients.
Australian doctors are now breaching their hippocratic oath to put their patient's best interest first
because they are being required to promote the government / industy's vaccination programs and
not the research that they see that is not provided in their education that is sponsored by the
pharmaceutical companies.
This is demonstrated in a recent article in The Australian Guardian titled 'Health professionals
threatened with disciplinary action if they spread anti-vaxx messages.' This article quotes Dick
Smith's Skeptic/SAVN/FSM lobby group activist, Ken McLeod, saying 'he along with the group
(Skeptic/SAVN/FSM) have reported hundreds of chiropractors, along with several doctors and
nurses, to AHPRA over the past decade.'
Ken McLeod does not have any health or science qualifications and yet he and his Dick Smith
corporate lobby group activists have reported many health professionals and academics to the
health department and regulatory board with false information. This has led to disciplinary action
for doctors/health practitioners/educators based on false information.
It has also led to false and misleading information about vaccines being provided to the
community and the Federal Circuit Court by the Australian health department and the mainstream
media.
The Guardian Australian article (10 May 2019) also quotes Julie Leask, a social scientist who
researches vaccines with the government NCIRS. In this article she states '...a specialist saying a
vaccine may cause harm with no evidence can set people on a lifelong path to being antivaccination.'
Why is this government social scientist researcher suggesting there is no evidence for harm when
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the US VICP has paid out over $4 billion to the 1% of recoginsed harm caused by vaccines?
Julie Leask was recently a co-author of an article that was published in the industry-funded
journal 'Vaccine' (February 2019) that attempted to critque my PhD research on the Australian
government's vaccination program. The four authors of this article include the former directors and
founders of the government National Centre for Immunisation Research and Surveillance
(NCIRS), Peter McIntyre and Margaret Burgess.
These authors from the NCIRS have a serious conflict of interest in writing a derogatory article
about my university research on the government's vaccination program because my evidence
contradicts their recommendations in these policies over the past 22 years. My research
demonstrates that the Australian government has not funded the proper causality studies that can
prove that it is safe to combine 12-16 vaccines in children's bodies.
This is the unfunded science in the Australian government's vaccination programs.
This Vaccine article has been published with Kerrie Wiley as the lead author to hide the serious
conflict of interest of the former directors - McIntyre and Burgess - in writing this article. It is the
first and only scholarly attempt at critiquing the arguments in my PhD since it was publshed three
years ago and it is seriously flawed.
Burgess and McIntyre established the NCIRS in 1998 and over the next 20 years the program
was expanded with financial incentives for both doctors and the community to use vaccines and
then 12+ vaccines were mandated in government social welfare policies in 2016 (No Jab No Pay
/Play policies). This was done with the assistance of the donations and lobbying of Dick Smith's
corporate lobby groups.
In 2016 there was no health act or regulation that supported compulsory vaccination in Australia
but vaccines were mandated with coercive measures for some groups in social welfare, education
and employment policies. These policies are breaching the ethical codes of medical conduct and
the Nuremberg Code that was implemented to prevent government's from experimenting on the
population.
The serious conflicts of interest in Australia's vaccination policies are well documented in this
open letter to Scott Morrison from Elizabeth Hart on 7 May 2019 - Challenging Conflicts of Interest
in Australia's Vaccination Policies
Recently there has been much debate about establishing a federal anti-corruption and integrity
commission in Australia and due to pressure the Scott Morrison government finally agreed.
However, the model that the Liberal government has agreed to implement has been described as
a sham.
On Saturday 18 May 2019 the Australian public have the chance to vote to reverse this slide of
corruption and to protect human rights in government policies. The two parties with candidates in
the senate that have written policies against any mandatory or coercive medical interventions in
government policies are:
1) The Involuntary Medication Objector's Party
2) The Health Australia Party
These parties will represent your right to health choice in Australia.
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Supporting Public Interest Research
I would like to thank everyone who has
supported my research and newsletters over
the last 5-10 years. If you have appreciated
this unfunded independent research and
debate of children's health I hope you will
consider a $5 donation for the up-keep of my
website and continuation of my voluntary
newsletters.
Only funded research is promoted to the
public and universities do not promote
student research. Hence the need for my
website and newsletters to promote my
independent research that is in the public
interest.
My website Vaccination Decisions became
necessary because the University of
Wollongong is not required to rectify the
academic record to the public when
organised lobby group activists, such
as Australian Skeptic Inc / SAVN, and
other activists from the powerful industrymedical complex provide false information
about my university research in the
mainstream media.
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